Retinotectal projection in reeler mutant mice: relationships among axon trajectories, arborization patterns and cytoarchitecture.
The distribution of axons in the midbrain and thalamus of homozygous reeler mutant mice is anomalous. The cytoarchitecture of these regions is normal. In the normal mouse SC there is a distinct SO in which fascicles of retinotectal axons pass caudally before terminating in the overlying SGS. In reeler, by contrast, fascicles of retinotectal axons are distributed through the entire thickness of SGS as well as through SO. There are also abnormalities of fiber pattern in the thalamus, most notably in the region of the dorsal nucleus of the LGd. Retinotectal axon trajectory and patterns of terminal arborization in reeler and normal animals were compared by single-fiber HRP axonography. In normal mice, two distinct morphological classes of retinotectal axons form focal terminal arborizations at different radial levels in the superficial layers of the SC. Class U axons are of relatively small diameter and terminate in upper portions of SGS. Class L1 axons are of larger diameter and form terminal arbors which are confined to SO and deeper regions of SGS. Axons of both classes ascend to their terminal zones from parent axons which course through SO. Similarly, in reeler mice axons of both large and small diameter can be distinguished. However, many axons of both classes pass caudally in anomalous fascicles distributed through the full thickness of SGS and descend to terminate. Other axons pass in normal fashion in SO and ascend to terminate in SGS. Regardless of their trajectories, the small axons terminate superficially in SGS while the thick axons terminate deeper in SGS and/or SO, as in normal mice. These findings suggest that the ingrowth of afferents and the formation of terminal arbors are regulated by different mechanisms and that fiber architecture and cytoarchitecture are regulated by different mechanisms. It is not known if the anomalous fiber pattern in reeler adults arises in development through a defect in initial patterns of axon fasciculation or from a failure of axon elimination.